
Our innovative and growing company is looking to fill the role of finance
professional. Thank you in advance for taking a look at the list of responsibilities
and qualifications. We look forward to reviewing your resume.

Responsibilities for finance professional

Help segment finance team develop approach and conduct root cause and
lever analysis to drive higher forecasting accuracy
Assist in leading the financial planning and forecasting process by enhancing
existing process and executing on company-wide long range strategic plans,
annual budgets and rolling monthly forecasts
Coordinate the annual budget plan process by revamping planning model to
capture business drivers, ensuring standardization and comparability across
segments and functions, establishing clear top and bottom line expectations
and quarterbacking cross functional active engagements
Help develop roadmap that covers detailed logistic steps, timelines and
stakeholders for company’s long range strategic plan
Coordinate with leaders across functions to ensure well-orchestrated delivery
of business / product priorities and financial vision over the next three years
Lead the rolling monthly forecast process by simplifying and streamlining
data collection process and establishing business accountability towards
forecasting accuracy
Lead business and financial projects
Oversee the development of financial and business KPI database that serves
as key business indicators and levers for revenue and margin performance
Support management team with ad hoc reporting requests and special
projects, including acquisitions, profitability analysis, process improvement
projects, strategic analysis, and others
Checking incoming invoices aligned to in-country requirements, verifying
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Qualifications for finance professional

Ability to handle complex issues, you are a strong communicator and a highly
structured person
You must be fluent in English and Danish, both in writing and orally
You thrive in a dynamic environment and are able to handle different tasks
simultaneously
You are proactive in your daily work, working independently and working
end-to-end with your tasks
You are a positive person who thrives with challenges and changes
You must be a good listener, and through understanding and collaboration
find good solutions


